
CoExist 



A herd of a 100 life-size Lantana elephants are travelling across the globe - 

calling for us to live well with all other life forms on earth.  

 

Based on real wild elephants that share space with people and telling their 

stories of coexistence, the project also clears a harmful weed from the 

forests of South India, and provides 70 indigenous artisans with a 

livelihood.  

 

The Lantana elephants will be auctioned to create the Asian Elephant Fund 

to help people and elephants live together more harmoniously. 



Wildlife conservation in its current form is about saving animals in far away isolated pockets of forests, 

while the rest of the earth is destroyed. But elephants cannot be contained in these pockets; they force 

us to re-think our approach to saving the planet, and reassess “development” as we know it. 

Conserving elephants, and the planet 



We are heading into the “Anthropocene”, a human-dominated geological epoch, and the narrative 

has to shift to living well with other beings on earth. 

We want the travelling Lantana Elephant herd to tell this story. 



Elephants share space with people across 80% of their range, 

with a long tradition of tolerance in India. Continuing to coexist 

is vital, and The Shola Trust is identifying individual elephants 

and studying their varied personalities in how they interact with 

people in an increasingly more crowded world. Each lantana 

elephant is modelled on a wild elephant from South India, 

carrying its story of coexistence with people. 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/mar/06/can-elephants-and-humans-live-together






 Lantana, introduced as an ornamental shrub from 

South America to the British Colonies, is now taking 

over forests across the world. Its toxins make it 

inedible for animals, and it supresses all other plants.  

 The Ashoka Trust for Research in Ecology and the 

Environment  (ATREE) developed the technology to 

make furniture and crafts out of the plant. 

 It is now being used to make elephants, slowly 

clearing the problem from patches of the forests in 

South India.  

The Lantana Problem 



The spread of Lantana across South Indian forests 



From:  

Bhagwat SA, Breman E, 
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Lantana camara L. in Australia, 

India and South Africa. PLoS 
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The global 

Lantana threat 



Lantana taking over forests; a 10 minute video that highlights the problem in the Bandipur Tiger Reserve - 

https://youtu.be/OBDLGtypcpM  
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 About 70 adivasi artisans (from the Paniya, Bettakurumba and Soliga communities) are 

making these elephants. From their inherent knowledge of wild elephants and their 

exceptional skill with Lantana, they bring life to the elephant-forms, while earning well 

above minimum wage.  

Creation of the Lantana Elephants 



Collecting Lantana 

stems from the forest, 

followed by boiling, 

peeling and 

straightening the sticks. 

 





Making the 

Steel frames 

and covering 

with Lantana 











 The project is being implemented by The Real Elephant Collective and the Elephant Family. 

 The Real Elephant Collective is a social enterprise to raise funds for everything elephant. 

 Elephant Family is a UK based charity with an unrivalled track record of conducting high 

profile fundraisers in the UK and US raising millions for Asian elephant conservation 

projects. 

   A wide range of conservation partners help make the elephants and support the project. 



Elephant Family Track Records  

The Survival Tour, 2008. 

Elephant Parade, London, 2010. 



Elephant Parade India, Mumbai 2018. 



 The elephants will be auctioned/sold, with all the proceeds going into 

conservation and helping elephants and people share space more 

peacefully. The fund will be managed and governed in South Asia, by a range 

of elephant experts. Grants will be disbursed through a transparent, open-

call process, focussing on human-elephant coexistence. 

The Asian Elephant Fund 



 Reducing elephant deaths and movement obstacles by roads, railways, power lines. 

 Reducing human deaths by creating early warning and monitoring systems. 

 Using newer technology to help local people better protect their crops and homes. 

 Working with local communities to help elephants move peacefully through human 

areas. 

Promoting Coexistence 



 100 of these life-size elephants are being made, and are being installed in public 

exhibitions; Cochin in 2019, London in 2020. Through 2021, they will travel across 

the USA from east to west on flat bed trucks, stopping in iconic locations along the 

way. 

 Five elephants were shipped and installed as an exploratory exhibition at the Royal 

Chelsea Hospital in 2017.  

 A series of fundraisers are being held in the UK through 2019 and 2020, including 

one at the Lancaster House by Prince Charles. 

The Lantana Elephant Journey 











Indian Press Coverage 

Weblinks: 

The Hindu Metro Plus | Indian 

Express | Times of India | The Better 

India | Asian Age | Malayalam 

Manorama | Manorama Online | The 

Hindu | Manorama English | 

Mathrubhumi English | The Week | 

Ritz Magazine | Deccan Chronicle | 

Mathrubhumi 
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 Support public installations of a large herd of elephants in various cities 

in India and across the world. 

 

 Pre-commission the making of elephants before the entire herd is 

auctioned, and to kick-start the Asian Elephant Fund. 

 

 Contacts: 

aimee@elephant-family.org | 0044-207-2515099 |www.elephant-family.org 

info@therealelephant.com | 0091 81972 15428 | www.therealelephant.com 

Be an ambassador to the Lantana Elephant Herd 
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